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Another Round of GOP Threats Against Milwaukee 
 

MADISON – Today Assembly Democratic Leader Peter Barca (D-Kenosha) and Assembly Democratic 

Caucus Chair Rep. JoCasta Zamarripa (D-Milwaukee) responded to the latest threats to Milwaukee Public 

Schools (MPS) made by Sen. Majority Leader Scott Fitzgerald and Rep. Dale Kooyenga. 

 

“Democrats want to strengthen all school districts including Milwaukee, our state’s largest city and 

economic engine, and we definitely want to make sure every kid gets a high-quality education that prepares 

them to succeed in the global economy,” Rep. Barca said. “Republicans passed drastic changes to MPS 

without any input from local lawmakers, education leaders or the public – and now they are acting shocked 

that there is division and derision in the Milwaukee community.”  

 

This is at least the second time in recent weeks that Republican lawmakers have threatened Milwaukee. 

Rep. Brandtjen last week launched another tirade against Milwaukee and threatened to slash state aid in 

response to crime occurring there. Now, Rep. Kooyenga said he might pursue punishing MPS by “breaking 

up MPS into several pieces” or imposing “monetary penalties for obstruction.” Sen. Fitzgerald said he was 

considering “the state Legislature taking even more aggressive moves in dealing with MPS” and when 

asked if he would strip power from the MPS board he said “I wouldn't take anything off the table when it 

comes to MPS."  

 

“This ‘divide and conquer’ and ‘Madison knows best’ attitude is not helping the Milwaukee community 

improve our city or schools,” Rep. Zamarripa said. “We ought to be working collaboratively and 

constructively – not tearing Milwaukee down.” 

 

“Republicans seem to think they can solve our state’s problems through punishment, threatening more 

major cuts and eroding local control,” Rep. Barca added. “The solution to our education achievement goals 

is not slashing funding – just as the solution to crime and our transportation woes is not cutting funds for 

those programs. I am disappointed but not surprised that Republicans are so desensitized to imposing their 

will on local communities. There is little regard for local government decision-making.”  

 

A memo prepared by the Legislative Fiscal Bureau for Rep. Shankland showed that Republicans have 

eliminated local control and increased the number of unfunded mandates passed on to local communities 

128 times since 2011. Those moves include removing the ability of the Racine School Board to choose its 

own representation. 
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